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Since the seminal work of Fitts and Deininger (1954),
the phenomenon of spatial stimulus–response compati-
bility (SRC) has received much theoretical and experi-
mental attention (e.g., Hommel & Prinz, 1997; Proctor &
Reeve, 1990). A classic demonstration of this effect in a
choice reaction task in which left and right stimulus lo-
cations and left and right response locations are used is
that responses are faster and less error prone when stim-
uli and responses spatially correspond than when they do
not spatially correspond (Leonard, 1959). Usually, spa-
tial SRC effects are quite robust and occur under a wide
variety of conditions. For example, they have been reported
when spatial position is a task-irrelevant stimulus feature
(Simon & Rudell, 1967), when stimuli and responses are
spatially congruent only with respect to their cognitive
representations (Ridderinkhof, 1993), and when spatial

stimuli and responses are coded in different frames of ref-
erence (Brebner, Shephard, & Cairney, 1972; Hommel &
Lippa, 1995).

Current theories of stimulus–response (S–R) compat-
ibility—like the dimensional overlap model proposed by
Kornblum and colleagues (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, &
Osman, 1990; Kornblum & Lee, 1995) or the action con-
cept model suggested by Hommel (1997)—explain SRC
effects by assuming that an upcoming stimulus triggers
its feature-corresponding response. For example, a left
stimulus triggers a left response and a right stimulus trig-
gers a right response. In the compatible condition (i.e.,
when stimuli and responses correspond), this results in
faster selection of the correct responses. In the incom-
patible condition (i.e., when stimuli and response do not
correspond), however, the stimulus always activates the in-
correct response. This results either in an error or in longer
reaction times (RTs), depending on whether the wrong
response can be suppressed or not and whether the cor-
rect response is initiated.

This explanation of a stimulus-driven response activa-
tion implies that SRC effects occur only when stimulus
and response dimensionally overlap. That is, a stimulus
can activate its feature-corresponding response only if it
shares one or more features with the response. Yet, SRC
effects have sometimes been reported when stimulus and
response do not have a common feature. That is, S–R
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This study presents an explanation of orthogonal stimulus–response compatibility (SRC) effects that
vary with hand or response location: the end-state comfort hypothesis. It posits that responses are spa-
tially transformed and cognitively mapped onto the stimulus dimension according to relative hand pos-
ture, thereby mediating the pattern of facilitation and interference in response selection. In the first
three experiments, we investigated the eccentricity effect, finding that responses by the left hand in left
hemispace are faster with up–left/down–right mapping while responses by the right hand in right hemi-
space are faster with up–right/down–left mapping (Michaels & Schilder, 1991, Experiment 1). The end-
state comfort hypothesis correctly predicted that the eccentricity effect occurred irrespective of the rel-
ative position of the stimulus and response device in the sagittal plane (Experiments 1 and 2), and that it
reversed when the stimulus–response set was reversed, regardless of the relative position of the stimu-
lus and response device in the fronto-parallel plane (Experiments 2 and 3). Experiment 4 shows a new
orthogonal SRC effect that was predicted by the end-state comfort hypothesis. Our results are inconsis-
tent with other explanations, such as the virtual-lines hypothesis and the salient-features hypothesis.
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mapping preferences have been observed when the stim-
ulus and response dimensions are physically orthogonal
to each other (orthogonal SRC effects). This poses a prob-
lem for current theories of S–R compatibility.

Basically, two sorts of orthogonal SRC effects are
known. On the one hand, there is an overall advantage of
up–right/down–left mapping. Regardless of whether the
response is manual or vocal, unimanual or bimanual, and
whether the stimuli are spatial or symbolic, assigning top
stimuli to right responses and bottom stimuli to left re-
sponses is easier than applying the reversed up–left /
down–right mapping (Adam, Boon, Paas, & Umiltà,
1998; Weeks & Proctor, 1990). On the other hand, there
are S–R mapping preferences that vary with the respond-
ing hand or with the position of the response device (Bauer
& Miller, 1982; Michaels & Schilder, 1991; Weeks, Proc-
tor, & Beyak, 1995). The present study deals only with
the latter SRC effects and aims to provide an explanation
that conforms with the dimensional overlap criterion put
forth by current theories of S–R compatibility.

Generally, we propose that despite physical orthogo-
nality between stimulus and response, the associated men-
tal representations can overlap because responses are coded
on the same dimension as the stimuli. This hypothesis was
pursued by Lippa (1996) in her work on the referential-
coding hypothesis. In the next section we describe this
hypothesis and the relevant data in more detail. Although
the referential-coding hypothesis proved to account for a
variety of effects, its explanatory scope is limited. It strug-
gles, in particular, with accounting for the influence of ec-
centric response locations in orthogonal SRC effects (the
eccentricity effect), reported by Michaels and Schilder
(1991, Experiment 1).

The purpose of the present study was to test the end-
state comfort hypothesis, an account that encompasses
the explanatory scope of the referential-coding hypoth-
esis, provides an explanation for the eccentricity effect,
and also predicts new orthogonal SRC effects. In addi-
tion, two alternative explanations to the end-state comfort
hypothesis are discussed, namely the virtual-lines hypoth-
esis and the salient-features hypothesis. We report four
experiments that test predictions of the three accounts,
with the result that the end-state comfort hypothesis best
explains the data.

The Referential-Coding Hypothesis for Orthogonal
SRC Effects That Vary With Hand

A classic study on orthogonal SRC effects was con-
ducted by Bauer and Miller (1982). The left panel of Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the basic experimental conditions as they
were replicated by Lippa (1996, Experiments 1 and 4).
Lippa combined vertical and horizontal S–R dimensions.
One subject group responded to left and right stimuli by
pressing top and bottom keys (top pictures of panel), and
another group responded to top and bottom stimuli by
pressing left and right keys (bottom pictures of left panel).
In each condition, two mapping rules were employed. In
one group, half the subjects responded with the left key

for top stimuli and with the right key for bottom stimuli,
while the other subjects received the reversed S–R map-
ping. In the other group, half the subjects responded with
the top key for left stimuli and with the bottom key for
right stimuli, while the other subjects received the reversed
S–R mapping. In addition to the mapping rule, the hand
used to respond was manipulated. Each subject responded
with the left hand (i.e., left index finger) in one block of
trials, and the right hand (i.e., right index finger) in an-
other. The results of Lippa demonstrated SRC effects
that depended on which hand was used and which S–R
set was used. Figure 1 (left panel) shows the preferred S–R
assignments in each condition. It turned out that with
horizontally oriented stimuli and vertically oriented re-
sponses, left-hand responding was fastest with the up–
left /down–right mapping rule and right-hand responding
was fastest with the up–right/down–left mapping rule.
When the stimuli were presented in the vertical orienta-
tion and the responses were presented in the horizontal
orientation, left-hand responding was fastest with the up–
right /down–left mapping rule, while right-hand re-
sponding was fastest with the up–left /down–right map-
ping rule.

These results demonstrate that SRC effects also occur
in the absence of physical correspondence between stimuli
and responses—when stimuli and responses vary on phys-
ically different dimensions. Such results run counter to the
predictions of a stimulus-driven response activation ac-
count and pose a problem for current S–R compatibility
theories. Lippa (1996) suggested a solution to this prob-
lem by arguing that despite physical orthogonality, stimuli
and responses are cognitively coded on the same dimen-
sion and, therefore, meet the criterion of feature corre-
spondence. Specifically, a referential-coding hypothesis
was proposed, assuming that responses in the previously
described experiments were not coded in reference to the
subject’s sagittal body midline, but rather in reference to
the responding hand (i.e., the fingertip-to-wrist axis) held
at an angle to the sagittal body midline. For example, in
the left-hand condition depicted in the top left panel of
Figure 1, the location of the top response key is coded as
left because it is located to the left of the hand, and the
location of the bottom key is coded as right because it is
located to the right of the hand. This mapping of up–left /
down–right yields a perfect spatial correspondence be-
tween the coded stimuli and coded responses and, there-
fore, proves to be compatible. Right-hand responding, in
turn, results in the opposite response coding because top
maps on right and bottom maps on left. Therefore, the re-
versed S–R assignment (i.e., the up–right/ down–left map-
ping) is preferred.

This referential-coding explanation is also applicable
to the effect illustrated in the bottom left panel of Figure 1
(see, e.g., Bauer & Miller, 1982, Experiment 3; Lippa,
1996, Experiment 4) as well as to other orthogonal SRC
effects reported in the literature (for details, see Lippa,
1996). For example, it accounts for results obtained with
toggle switches (Michaels, 1989, Experiment 2; Weeks
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et al., 1995, Experiment 1), with two-finger choice reac-
tions (Ehrenstein, Schroeder-Heister, & Heister, 1989),
and with stimuli varying on two spatial dimensions (Cot-
ton, Tzeng, & Hardyck, 1977, Experiment 2; 1980, Exper-
iment 1). In addition, it correctly predicts the conditions
in which hand-dependent orthogonal SRC effects disap-
pear. As shown in the right panel of Figure 1, they dis-
appear when the hand is held in line with the sagittal
body midline—that is, when hand posture evokes a re-
sponse coding that is spatially orthogonal to the stimu-
lus dimension (for details, see Lippa, 1996). Overall, the
referential-coding hypothesis proved to be a powerful
and consistent explanation for orthogonal SRC effects that
vary with hand. However, Michaels and Schilder (1991,

Experiment 1) found a compatibility effect that questions
the general applicability of the referential-coding hypoth-
esis. In the following section, this effect is described and
a more general account for orthogonal SRC effects is
presented, namely the end-state comfort hypothesis.

The End-State Comfort Hypothesis
of Orthogonal SRC Effects That
Vary With Hand Or Response Position

In their first experiment, Michaels and Schilder (1991)
closely replicated Bauer and Miller’s (1982) third exper-
iment (see Figure 1, bottom left panel). Michaels and
Schilder had subjects assign left and right responses to
top and bottom stimuli. Yet, in addition to responding di-

Figure 1. Illustrations of the experimental settings used in Lippa’s (1996) Experiments 1,
2, 4, and 5, with the responding hand held at an angle to (left panel) or in line with (right
panel) the sagittal body midline. Lines connecting stimulus (S) and response (R) locations in-
dicate the preferred S–R mapping. Absence of lines indicates that neither hand prefers one
mapping over the other mapping.
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rectly in front of their body, subjects performed responses
at eccentric locations. They responded with their ipsilat-
eral hand on a response device located to the left and right
of the body midline (see Figure 2, top left panel). In a pre-
ceding study, Michaels (1989, Experiment 1) used toggle
switches as a response device, which allowed for several
hand postures to be taken. The critical variable in Michaels
and Schilder’s study was that they used a switch appara-

tus that held the hand and index finger in place in such a
way that only left–right deflections perpendicular to the
subject’s sagittal body midline could be performed. Thus,
in reference to the fingertip-to-wrist axis, responses should
have been coded as left and right and represented orthog-
onally to the stimulus dimension. The referential-coding
hypothesis therefore predicts that no hand-dependent
compatibility effects would occur. But this was not the

Figure 2. Left panels: The stimulus–response (S–R) arrangements investigated in Experiment 1, sepa-
rately for the left and right response board location and the response board located in front of or behind
the stimulus panel. Lines connecting stimulus and response locations indicate the preferred S–R mapping.
Right panels: The eccentricity effect obtained in Experiment 1, separately for the response board located
in front of or behind the stimulus panel. Total times and errors are presented as a function of S–R map-
ping and response board location.
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case. Rather, Michaels and Schilder found that left-hand
responding in left hemispace was fastest with an up–left/
down–right mapping and right-hand responding in right
hemispace was fastest with an up–right/down–left mapping
(see Figure 2, top right panel). In the following sections
we refer to this data pattern as the eccentricity effect.

We assume that the eccentricity effect occurs because
orthogonal S–R dimensions are mentally aligned by spa-
tial transformations (see, e.g., Proctor, Reeve, Weeks,
Campbell, & Dornier, 1997). Like the referential-coding
hypothesis, the end-state comfort hypothesis posits that
hand posture causes a coding of the response dimension
that matches the coding of the stimulus dimension. How-
ever, according to the end-state comfort hypothesis, hand
posture does not effectuate this alignment by providing
a frame of reference for responses separate from the frame
of reference in which the stimuli are coded. Rather, it as-
sumes that hand posture evokes spatial transformation
processes that cognitively map the responses on the stim-
ulus dimension in the same frame of reference, that of the
sagittal body midline.

Consider the eccentricity design as depicted in the top
left panel of Figure 2. A person is facing a stimulus panel
with vertically oriented light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and
performs left and right movements on a response board
that is located to the left or right of the person’s midline.
To spatially align stimuli and responses in reference to
the sagittal body midline, it would be possible to think of
the stimulus panel being tilted 90º. However, findings
from mental rotation studies involving body parts sug-
gest not that the stimulus is transformed, but that imag-
ined spatial transformations refer to what is under a per-
son’s control—that is, one’s own body movements and
actions. Cooper and Shepard (1975) and Parsons (1987a,
1987b) found that when comparing imagined body parts
with presented body parts, people imagine moving their
own body part to the orientation of the stimulus, rather
than imagining moving the stimulus to the orientation of
their own body part. Thus, in experimental settings inves-
tigating the eccentricity effect, it is likely that the response
dimension—that is, the hand and the response board rather
than the stimulus dimension—is subject to a spatial trans-
formation. Accordingly, we assume that stimuli and re-
sponses match on the vertical dimension.

The spatial transformation of the response dimension
can be achieved by mentally rotating the response board
clockwise or counterclockwise. We assume that the ro-
tation direction of the response board is determined by the
rotation preference of the responding hand. Specifically,
the board is mentally rotated in the direction that yields
the most comfortable end posture for the hand. The im-
portance of end-state comfort in constraining motor be-
havior has been demonstrated in studies on grasping. For
example, if subjects are asked to grasp an object and turn
it upside down, they start with an awkward grip to ensure
that in the final position the arm and hand will be com-
fortable (Rosenbaum & Jorgensen, 1992; Rosenbaum
et al., 1990). Comfort in end-state posture has also been

shown to determine pointing accuracy. Rossetti, Meck-
ler, and Prablanc (1994) found that pointing accuracy
was enhanced for comfortable postures and degraded for
uncomfortable postures when subjects used extreme joint
positions. Consistent with results of mental rotation stud-
ies, we assume that principles and constraints determin-
ing real body movements also determine imagined body
movements. For example, it has been shown that the time
required to judge whether a picture of a hand depicts the
left or right hand increases as the difficulty to achieve
the hand’s position increases (Cooper & Shepard, 1975;
Parsons, 1994; Sekiyama, 1982).

When the principle of end-state comfort is applied to
the experimental setting of the eccentricity effect, in-
ward movements of both hands are predicted. The posi-
tioning of the hands at eccentric locations causes hand
(and arm) movements toward the body to be more effi-
cient and comfortable than hand (and arm) movements
away from the body (see, e.g., Bradshaw, Bradshaw, &
Nettleton, 1990). This reasoning leads to the explanation
of the eccentricity effect. Left-hand responding evokes a
clockwise rotation of the left response board. Thus, the
left key becomes the top key and the right key the bottom
key, thereby favoring the up–left /down–right mapping
over the up–right /down–left mapping. Right-hand re-
sponding, in turn, evokes a counterclockwise rotation,
mapping “left” on “down” and “right” on “up,” thereby
favoring the up–right/down–left mapping over the up–left/
down–right mapping.1

The end-state comfort hypothesis also accounts for
Weeks et al.’s (1995, Experiment 1) finding that the ec-
centricity effect occurred irrespective of whether the
ipsi- or contralateral hand was used. When one hand
crosses the body midline and operates in the contralateral
hemispace, the most comfortable and perhaps the only
possible hand and arm posture that can be maintained
over time is one in which fingertip, wrist, and forearm
are aligned. Given this posture, it was most comfortable
to move the hand and arm away from the body, suggest-
ing a clockwise rotation of a left-side located response
board and a counterclockwise rotation of a right-side lo-
cated response board. This rotation pattern was the same
as in the original design of the eccentricity effect and,
therefore, the eccentricity effect remained unaffected.

Besides explaining the eccentricity effect, the end-state
comfort hypothesis also accounts for the orthogonal
SRC effects reported and reviewed by Lippa (1996). The
conditions depicted in Figure 1 serve again as an exam-
ple. If the response board is located directly in front of
the body and the hand is held at an angle to the sagittal
body midline (see Figure 1, left panel), for either hand it
is most comfortable to rotate outward. Thus, left-hand
responding should evoke a counterclockwise rotation of
the response board, causing an up–left /down–right map-
ping preference for left–right stimuli and top–bottom re-
sponses and an up–right/down–left mapping preference
for top–bottom stimuli and left–right responses. Right-
hand responding, in turn, should evoke a clockwise rota-
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tion of the response board and, therefore, reverse the com-
patibility effects. Alternatively, if the hand is held in line
with the sagittal body midline (Figure 1, right panel), hand
movements are much more restricted. In fact, to achieve
this hand posture, Lippa instructed subjects to back off a
bit from the response board so that the hand as well as
the forearm operated in front of the body. This made it
easier to perform forward and backward movements, but
more difficult (especially, in case of top responses) to
deviate from the fingertip-to-wrist axis. In this case, nei-
ther hand should have rotation preferences, thus causing
a response coding orthogonal to the stimulus dimension
that prevents hand-dependent compatibility effects to
occur.

Alternative Explanations for the
Eccentricity Effect

The end-state comfort hypothesis encompasses the ex-
planatory scope of the referential-coding hypothesis and
also provides an explanation for the eccentricity effect.
However, for the eccentricity effect, there are at least two
other explanations. Weeks et al. (1995) offered a salient-
features hypothesis. This explanation is based on the
salient-features coding principle, which states that “the
stimulus and response sets are coded in terms of the
salient features of each, with response determination oc-
curring most rapidly when the salient features of the re-
spective sets correspond” (Proctor & Reeve, 1986, p. 278).
Consistent with previous results (e.g., Chase & Clark,
1971), Weeks et al. assumed that, for the vertical dimen-
sion, “up” is more salient than “down.” For the horizon-
tal dimension, they argued that saliency depends on re-
sponse location. When responding takes place in left
hemispace, “left” is salient, and when responding takes
place in right hemispace, “right” is salient. Thus, accord-
ing to the salient-features explanation, the eccentricity
effect occurs because, with changing response locations,
the S–R features that match change. When the response
board is in left hemispace, “left” is salient and “right” is
nonsalient, matching “up” and “down,” respectively (up–
left /down–right mapping preference). When the response
board is in right hemispace, “right” is salient and “left”
is nonsalient, causing an up–right/down–left mapping
preference. Weeks et al. found evidence for the salient-
features hypothesis. In their first experiment, they disso-
ciated the influences of hand identity and response location
by having subjects respond with each hand at eccentric
locations in both hemispaces. As described earlier, it
turned out that, regardless of which hand was used, when
responding took place in left hemispace, the up–left /
down–right mapping yielded better performance, and
when responding took place in right hemispace, the
up–right /down–left mapping yielded better performance.
The influence of response location was additionally dem-
onstrated by f inding the same pattern even when re-
sponse location was coded as left and right only in refer-

ence to another response device (Weeks et al., 1995, Ex-
periment 2).

Another explanation for the eccentricity effect is the
virtual-lines hypothesis. This explanation assumes that
subjects visualize the orthogonal S–R mapping by imag-
ining virtual lines or vectors connecting the stimulus and
response locations. This idea is consistent with evidence
showing that, in addition to a body-centered coding sys-
tem of spatial relations, humans also use an environment-
centered system that codes information about interobject
relations in terms of geometric vectors connecting prox-
imate objects (Easton & Sholl, 1995). When this notion
is applied to the experimental design of the eccentricity
effect, the compatible conditions would be represented
by parallel, uncrossed lines (Figure 2, top left panel). That
is, stimulus and response locations are connected with
parallel lines when up–left /down–right mapping takes
place on the left response board, or when up–right/down–
left mapping takes place on the right response board. The
incompatible conditions, in turn, would be represented
by crossed lines (i.e., up–right/down–left mapping on the
left response board, and up–left /down–right mapping on
the right response board). It is assumed that the crossing
of interobject vectors forms a less direct, more ambigu-
ous configuration than the uncrossed vectors and there-
fore results in worse performance. Thus, according to the
virtual-lines hypothesis, the eccentricity effect occurs be-
cause the imagined crossing lines in the incompatible
conditions create interference, whereas the parallel, non-
crossing lines in the compatible condition do not.

Subsequently, four experiments are reported that were
conducted to test the predictions of the end-state com-
fort hypothesis. In the first three experiments, the eccen-
tricity effect was investigated, contrasting the end-state
comfort hypothesis with the virtual-lines hypothesis (Ex-
periments 1 and 2) and versions of the salient-features hy-
pothesis (Experiments 2 and 3). In Experiment 4, we tested
experimental conditions by which the end-state comfort
hypothesis predicts a new orthogonal SRC effect.

EXPERIMENT 1

In contrast to most previous studies, in the present ex-
periment, switches were not used as a response device,
but rather keys that had to be actuated with the index fin-
ger. In order to demonstrate that the eccentricity effect
also emerges with the keys, we included a condition that
followed the original S–R arrangement—that is, top and
bottom stimuli combined with left and right responses to
be performed on a response board located to the left or
right of the subject’s sagittal body midline (see Figure 2,
top left panel).

A second condition was designed to test the predictions
of the virtual-lines hypothesis by dissociating the vari-
ables “S–R mapping rule” and “crossed versus uncrossed
lines.” The crucial manipulation was to vary the position
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of the response board relative to the position of the stim-
ulus panel with respect to the sagittal plane. In the stan-
dard situation, the response board is closer to the body
than is the stimulus panel (Figure 2, top left panel). This
creates the correspondence between compatible map-
pings and parallel lines, and between incompatible map-
pings and crossed lines. If the response board is moved
away from the body so that it is positioned behind the
stimulus panel, the relationship between S–R mapping
and virtual lines is reversed (Figure 2, bottom left panel).
That is, the crossed lines are now associated with the com-
patible mappings (of the standard situation) and the par-
allel lines with the incompatible mappings (of the stan-
dard situation). Thus, if crossed versus uncrossed virtual
lines is critical in determining the preferred mapping rule,
then the manipulation of moving the response board be-
hind the stimulus panel should reverse the eccentricity
effect; left-hand responding in left hemispace should be
fastest with up–right/down–left mapping and right-hand
responding in right hemispace should be fastest with up–
left /down–right mapping.

In contrast to the virtual-lines hypothesis, the salient-
features hypothesis and the end-state comfort hypothesis
predict no difference between the two experimental con-
ditions. Moving the response board in the sagittal plane
changes neither its horizontal position with respect to the
body’s midline nor the direction of the rotation that gives
the most comfortable hand posture. Therefore, the salient-
features hypothesis and the end-state comfort hypothesis
both predict the original eccentricity effect regardless of
the position of the response board in the sagittal plane;
left-hand responding in left hemispace should be fastest
with up–left /down–right mapping, and right-hand re-
sponding in right hemispace should be fastest with up–
right/down–left mapping.

Method
Subjects. Eleven female and 5 male subjects (15 right-handed

and 1 ambidextrous by self-report) were paid to participate in the
experiment. Their mean age was 24.9 (range 5 21–37). All sub-
jects had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.

Apparatus and S–R set. Stimulus presentation and data acqui-
sition were controlled by a Rhothron VME system. Two red LEDs
located above and below a central green fixation LED (1.5 cm 
center-to-center) served as stimuli. They were mounted on a wooden
board (16 3 16 cm) tilted approximately 45º backward from the
vertical axis. The distance between the central LED and the table
was approximately 15 cm.

Responses were made on a horizontal 31 3 31 cm response
board interfaced with the computer. Three square touch-sensitive
metal plates mounted on the board served as response keys: A cen-
tral home key (2.5 3 2.5 cm) and two response keys (3 3 3 cm)
were located 2.7 cm (edge-to-edge) to the right and the left of the
home key.

Procedure. Subjects were seated at the table facing the stimulus
panel. Their sagittal body midline was in line with the central LED.
The response board was 3 cm above table height and located 40 cm
either to the left or the right of the subject on the table (measured
from the home key’s center to the subject’s sagittal midline). The dis-
tance between the center of the home key and the fixation light was
43 cm. Independent of the respective experimental condition, sub-

jects were required to keep their responding hand at a straight angle
to the fronto-parallel plane (i.e., to the line of the horizontally ori-
ented response keys).

The variable S–R arrangement was manipulated between sub-
jects. For half the subjects, the distance between the center of the
stimulus panel and the subject’s frontal plane was approximately
55 cm and the response board was placed close to the front edge of
the table. For the other subject group, the distance between the cen-
ter of the stimulus panel and the subject’s frontal plane was ap-
proximately 35 cm. The response board was placed to the left or
right side behind the stimulus panel, with the distance between the
fixation light and the center of the home key kept at 43 cm.

The subject’s task was to move the index finger of the engaged
hand from the home key and touch the left or right key in response
to top or bottom stimuli. Each subject group completed four blocks.
In the first two blocks, subjects used one of the two S–R mappings
(e.g., up–left /down–right) and in the last two blocks, they used the
other one (e.g., up–right /down–left). In the f irst and third blocks,
the response board was placed on the one side of the subject, and in
the second and fourth blocks, it was placed on the other side. At all
times, subjects responded with the hand ipsilateral to the placement
of the response board. The order of S–R mapping and response
board location was balanced across subjects. Each block consisted
of 90 trials: 10 practice trials and 80 test trials (40 for each stimu-
lus location). To familiarize the subjects with the relevant S–R map-
ping rule, additional training was given. Ten practice trials were
given before the first two blocks and 20 practice trials before the
second two blocks.

Each trial began with the green fixation light flashing in the cen-
ter of the stimulus panel. The light flashed until the subject touched
the home key with the index finger of the responding hand. Next, the
fixation light was lit constantly for 1 sec. Following a delay of
100 msec, either the top or bottom red light was presented. The stim-
ulus remained visible until the subject responded or 1 sec had
passed (a missing trial). If a subject released the home key before
stimulus onset, the trial was stopped and restarted with the presen-
tation of the flashing fixation light. Auditory feedback (a beep) was
given for error, missing (0.6%), and anticipation trials (RT equal to
or below 120 msec: 0.6%), which were then repeated at a random
position in the remainder of the block.

Results
We collected data on three dependent variables: mean

RT—the time interval between stimulus onset and move-
ment onset; mean movement time (MT) —the time from
movement onset to engagement of the response key; and
percent of errors. Since the experimental situation al-
lowed subjects to lift their finger before the decision pro-
cess or movement programming was completed, the rel-
evant SRC effects may be distributed over RT and MT
data (for a discussion of issues in measuring compatibil-
ity effects with aimed movements, see Proctor & Wang,
1997). Therefore, total times (TTs)—that is, the sum of
RTs and MTs—were calculated and used as the primary
dependent measure.

Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on
TT and error data, with S–R arrangement (response panel
in front of and behind the stimulus panel) serving as a
between-subjects variable, and S–R mapping (up–left /
down–right vs. up–right/down–left), response board lo-
cation (left vs. right), and response location (left vs. right)
serving as within-subjects variables. Mean RTs, MTs,
TTs, and error rates are presented in Table 1.
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Total times. The mapping 3 response board location
interaction was highly significant [F(1,14) 5 46.80,
MSe 5 686.20, p < .001]. Responding on the left re-
sponse board was faster with the up–left/down–right map-
ping rule (426 msec) than with the up–right/down–left
mapping rule (457 msec) [F(1,14) 5 10.32, MSe 5
1,567.42, p < .01]. The reversed effect occurred for re-
sponding on the right response board (465 vs. 433 msec
for up–left /down–right and up–right /down–left map-
ping, respectively) [F(1,14) 5 6.70, MSe 5 2,377.25,
p < .05]. In addition, the mapping 3 response board lo-
cation 3 response location 3 S–R arrangement inter-
action was reliable [F(1,14) 5 6.78, MSe 5 133.81, p <
.05]. With the response board in front of the stimulus panel,
the compatibility effect was larger for left (37 msec) than
for right (27 msec) responses [F(1,7) 5 2.00, MSe 5
180.54, p 5 .20]. When the response board was behind
the stimulus panel, the compatibility effect was larger for
right (38 msec) than for left (26 msec) responses
[F(1,7) 5 6.39, MSe 5 87.08, p < .05]. There is no ready
explanation for this particular result.

Errors. The mapping 3 response board location in-
teraction was reliable [F(1,14) 5 18.52, MSe 5 7.08,
p < .01]. Responding on the left response board pro-
duced fewer errors with the up–left /down–right mapping
(1.1%) than with the up–right/down–left mapping (2.3%)
[F(1,14) 5 2.58, MSe 5 9.50, p 5 .131]. The reversed
effect occurred for responding on the right response
board (3.6% vs. 0.8% for up–left /down–right and
up–right/down–left mapping, respectively) [F(1,14) 5
15.70, MSe 5 8.04, p < .01]. This interaction, however,
was modulated by a higher order mapping 3 response
board location 3 S–R arrangement interaction [F(1,14) 5
5.57, MSe 5 7.08, p < .05]. When the response board
was in front of the stimulus panel, responding on a left re-
sponse board produced fewer errors with up–left /down–
right mapping (0.7%) than with up–right /down–left
(2.7%). The reverse was true for responding on the right

response board (4.6% vs. 0.3% for up–left /down–right
and up–right/down–left mapping, respectively). With
the response board behind the stimulus panel, a signifi-
cant difference between the two mappings occurred only
when responding took place on the right response board
(2.6% and 1.3% for the up–left/down–right and up–right/
down–left mapping, respectively), whereas responding
on a left response board yielded no difference (1.5% and
2.0% for the up–left /down–right and up–right/down–left
mapping, respectively).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 showed that the relative po-

sition of the stimulus panel and response board in the
sagittal plane does not influence the direction of the ec-
centricity effect. That is, regardless of the position of the
response board in the sagittal plane, left-hand responding
on the left response board produced an up–left/down–right
mapping advantage, whereas right-hand responding on
the right response board produced an up–right /down–left
mapping advantage. The failure to find a reversal of the
eccentricity effect when the response board is placed be-
hind the stimulus panel is inconsistent with the virtual-
lines hypothesis, but is consistent with both the salient-
features and the end-state comfort hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we tested the conditions that reverse
the eccentricity effect according to the end-state comfort
hypothesis, namely when the S–R set is reversed. Instead
of pressing a left and a right key in response to top and
bottom stimuli, subjects performed upward and down-
ward responses (responses toward and away from the
body) to left and right stimuli. Hand posture relative to
the response board and the body remained the same as in
Experiment 1. The hand was held at eccentric locations,
at a straight angle to the fronto-parallel plane (Figure 3).

Table 1
Mean Reaction Time (RT), Mean Movement Time (MT), Mean Total Time (TT, in Milliseconds),

and Mean Error Rates (in Percentages) in Experiment 1 as a Function of Stimulus–Response Arrangement,
Response Board Location, and Stimulus and Response Location

Response Board in Front of the Stimulus Panel Response Board Behind the Stimulus Panel

Response Board Response Board Response Board Response Board
on Left on Right on Left on Right

Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location

Response Location Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down

Left
RT 281 316 315 284 279 315 311 300
MT 135 138 141 136 159 145 164 146
TT 416 454 456 420 438 460 475 446
Errors 0.0 2.4 4.9 0.0 2.4 1.7 3.6 0.6

Right
RT 314 276 288 301 300 292 294 331
MT 143 138 140 137 157 143 145 161
TT 457 414 428 438 457 435 439 492
Errors 2.9 1.4 0.6 4.3 2.3 0.6 1.9 1.5
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For this reason, the left as well as the right response board
should be mentally rotated inward. Accordingly, the
clockwise rotation of the left response board maps “up”
on “right” and “down” on “left,” and the counterclock-
wise rotation of the right response board maps “up” on
“left” and “down” on “right.” The end-state comfort hy-
pothesis thus predicts that Experiment 2 should yield an
up–right/down–left mapping advantage for responding

on the left response board, and an up–left /down–right
mapping advantage for responding on the right response
board (note that now the vertical first term indicates the
response and the horizontal second term indicates the
stimulus). Evidence for a reversal of the eccentricity ef-
fect when the S–R set is reversed was reported by Michaels
(1989, Experiment 2). However, the effects were com-
parably small, especially for left-hand responding in left

Figure 3. Left panels: The stimulus–response (S–R) arrangements investigated in Experiment 2, sep-
arately for the left and right response board location and the response board located in front of or be-
hind the stimulus panel. Lines connecting stimulus and response locations indicate the preferred S–R
mapping. Right panels: The reversed eccentricity effect obtained in Experiment 2, separately for the
response board located in front of or behind the stimulus panel. Total times and errors are presented
as a function of S–R mapping and response board location.
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hemispace. In order to obtain additional evidence, we ran
a replication of Michaels’s (1989, Experiment 2) exper-
iment with our experimental setup.

As currently formulated, the salient-features hypoth-
esis does not make a clear prediction about how place-
ment of the response board in left or right hemispace
should affect performance with a reversed S–R set. Weeks
et al. (1995) assumed that “the response associated with
the hemispace in which the response set is placed becomes
the salient member of the response set” (p. 372) and, thus,
restricted the impact of the response board position to
the coding of horizontally oriented responses. To predict
on the basis of the salient-features hypothesis that place-
ment of the response board in left or right hemispace will
have the same effect on preference patterns for left and
right stimuli mapped to upward and downward responses
requires the assumption that hemispace of the response
board also influences coding of the stimulus locations.
According to such a modified salient-features hypothesis,
Experiment 2 should replicate the original eccentricity ef-
fect because the eccentric response locations of left and
right are maintained. When responding takes place in
left hemispace, the “left” and “right” stimulus positions
become salient and nonsalient, respectively, and, therefore,
match the salient top and nonsalient bottom response lo-
cations, respectively. This yields a preference for up–
left/down–right mapping. In turn, when responding takes
place in right hemispace, “right” and “left” stimulus po-
sitions become salient and nonsalient, should therefore
match the salient top and nonsalient bottom response lo-
cations, respectively, and cause an up–right /down–left
mapping preference.

As shown in Figure 3, we ran two conditions again:
one in which the response board was placed in front of the
stimulus panel and one in which the response panel was
placed behind the stimulus panel. Note that this manip-
ulation was irrelevant for the predictions under test, but

provided an additional test of the (already refuted) virtual-
lines hypothesis, which would predict an opposite pat-
tern for the two conditions depicted in Figure 3.

Method
Subjects. Eight female and 8 male subjects (15 right-handed and

1 ambidextrous by self-report) were paid to participate in the exper-
iment. Their mean age was 26.3 (range 5 20– 41). All subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.

Apparatus, S–R Set, and Procedure. Experiment 2 was a
replication of Experiment 1 with one change, the orientation of the
stimulus and response set. In this experiment, subjects responded to
left and right stimuli by pressing a response key located behind
(upper key) and in front of (lower key) the central home key. To
achieve these new locations, the wooden board of the stimulus panel
and the response board were turned 90º.

Results
ANOVAs were conducted on TT and error data, with

S–R arrangement (response panel in front of and behind
the stimulus panel) serving as the between-subjects vari-
able, and S–R mapping (up–left /down–right vs. up–
right/down–left), response board location (left vs. right),
and response location (up vs. down) serving as the within-
subjects variables. The means of RTs, MTs, TTs, and er-
rors are presented in Table 2.

Total times. The main effect of response location was
significant [F(1,14) 5 69.09, MSe 5 698.66, p < .001],
indicating that downward responses were faster (428 msec)
than upward responses (468 msec). The mapping 3 re-
sponse board location interaction was also reliable
[F(1,14) 5 76.52, MSe 5 1,170.15, p < .001]. Respond-
ing on a left response board was faster with up–right/
down–left mapping (426 msec) than with up–left /down–
right mapping (482 msec) [F(1,14) 5 28.07, MSe 5
1,785.51, p < .001]. The reversed effect occurred for re-
sponding on the right response board (467 vs. 417 msec
for up–right /down–left and up–left /down–right map-

Table 2
Mean Reaction Time (RT), Mean Movement Time (MT), Mean Total Time (TT, in Milliseconds),

and Mean Error Rates (in Percentages) in Experiment 2 as a Function of Stimulus–Response Arrangement,
Response Board Location, and Stimulus and Response Location

Response Board in Front of the Stimulus Panel Response Board Behind the Stimulus Panel

Response Board Response Board Response Board Response Board
on Left on Right on Left on Right

Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location

Response Location Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

Up
RT 315 274 282 314 333 291 312 325
MT 176 155 142 174 175 168 150 154
TT 491 429 424 488 508 459 462 479
Errors 4.4 0.3 0.3 3.1 4.4 2.1 0.6 4.0

Down
RT 267 328 320 270 285 323 331 273
MT 127 143 130 118 136 134 120 121
TT 394 471 450 388 421 457 451 394
Errors 0.3 3.7 3.2 0.6 0.9 5.3 2.7 0.6
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ping, respectively) [F(1,14) 5 30.25, MSe 5 1,313.37,
p < .001]. As indicated by a marginally significant map-
ping 3 response board location 3 S–R arrangement in-
teraction [F(1,14) 5 4.57, MSe 5 1,170.15, p 5 .051],
the compatibility effect was larger with the response board
in front of (66 msec) than with that behind (40 msec) the
stimulus panel. In addition, the mapping 3 response
board location 3 response location interaction reached
significance [F(1,14) 5 5.32, MSe 5 140.64, p < .05],
indicating that the mapping 3 response board location in-
teraction was more pronounced with downward (58 msec)
than with upward (48 msec) responses.

Finally, a significant mapping 3 response location 3
S–R arrangement interaction occurred [F(1,14) 5 5.27,
MSe 5 491.76, p < .05]. With the response board in front
of the stimulus panel, the up–right /down–left mapping
was 8 msec faster than the up–left /down–right mapping
for downward responses, whereas for upward responses
there was no difference between the mappings (1 msec).
With the response board behind the stimulus panel, a
preference for the up–right /down–left mapping occurred
for upward responses (17 msec), whereas for downward
responses the up–left /down–right mapping was faster
(11 msec). There is no ready explanation for this result.
Actually, S–R mapping effects that occur independent of
which hand is used to respond have been reported in the
literature. However, they usually exhibit the pattern of an
up–right/down–left mapping preference only (Adam et al.,
1998; Weeks & Proctor, 1990) and have not yet been
shown to depend on the response location or response
board position in the sagittal plane.

Errors. Only the mapping 3 response board location
interaction was significant [F(1,14) 5 18.03, MSe 5
17.49, p < .01]. Responding on the left response board
produced fewer errors with up–right/down–left mapping
(0.9%) than with up–left /down–right mapping (4.5%)
[F(1,14) 5 11.97, MSe 5 16.92, p < .01]. The reverse ef-
fect occurred for responding on the right response board
(3.3% vs. 0.5% for up–right /down–left and up–left /
down–right mapping, respectively) [F(1,14) 5 16.08,
MSe 5 7.36, p < .01].

Discussion
Our findings accord well with the end-state comfort

hypothesis. Changing the orientation of the stimulus and
response set reversed the eccentricity effect. That is, re-
sponding on the left response board was characterized by
an up–right/down–left mapping preference as opposed
to an up–left /down–right mapping preference. Respond-
ing on the right response board was characterized by an
up–left /down–right mapping preference as opposed to an
up–right/down–left mapping preference.

With compatibility effects of 56 and 50 msec for re-
sponding on the left and right response boards, respec-
tively, we obtained a much larger reversal of the eccen-
tricity effect than Michaels (1989) reported (approximately
8 and 20 msec). It turned out that the magnitude of our
compatibility effects depended on response location and

response board position in the sagittal plane. The com-
patibility effect was larger for downward responses than
for upward responses (58 vs. 48 msec) and larger when
the response board was placed in front of than behind the
stimulus panel (66 vs. 40 msec). These findings are con-
sistent with the end-state comfort hypothesis. In the con-
ditions that yielded a smaller effect (upward responses and
a response board further away from the body), the arm
was more extended than in the conditions that yielded a
larger effect (downward responses and a response board
near the body). As mentioned earlier, this makes it more
difficult to deviate from the f ingertip-to-wrist axis.
Therefore, the rotation preferences for each hand were
less pronounced, which caused less pronounced com-
patibility effects.

The present results pose a problem for the salient-
features hypothesis. First, the assumptions of the origi-
nal salient-features hypothesis do not allow for clear pre-
dictions if a reversed S–R set is used. Second, a modified
version that assumes that the response board position in-
fluences the coding of the stimulus dimension predicted
an incorrect outcome, namely no reversal of the eccen-
tricity effect.

Since the reversal of the eccentricity effect occurred
regardless of the relative position of the stimulus and re-
sponse panels in the sagittal plane, Experiment 2 pro-
vided further evidence against the virtual-lines hypothe-
sis. Since this is the second disconf irmation of the
virtual-lines hypothesis, the following experiments will
continue to focus only on the salient-features and end-
state comfort hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 3, the predictions of another modified
salient-features hypothesis were tested. The changes to
the salient-features hypothesis concerned two of its as-
sumptions. First, the location of the response board does
not determine the saliency on the horizontal dimension,
but rather the location of the device that contains the hor-
izontally oriented objects. Second, the device’s location is
not defined in relation to the body midline but rather in
relation to the other device.

On the basis of these new assumptions, the salient-
features hypothesis correctly predicts the eccentricity ef-
fect of Experiment 1 and its reversal in Experiment 2. In
Experiment 1, the response board utilized the horizontal
dimension, but since it was located either to the left or to
the right of the stimulus panel in left or right hemispace,
its relative position coincided with its absolute position
in hemispace. In Experiment 2, on the other hand, stim-
uli rather than responses were horizontally oriented. Ac-
cording to the reformulated assumptions, the placement
of the stimulus panel relative to the response device was
relevant in this experiment. Hence, for the condition in
which the response board was located in left hemispace,
the relative position of the stimulus panel was “right.”
This makes “right” the salient polar referent in the hori-
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zontal dimension and, therefore, evokes an up–right/
down–left mapping preference. For the condition in which
the response board was located in right hemispace, in turn,
the relative position of the stimulus panel was “left.”
This makes “left” the salient polar referent in the hori-
zontal dimension and, therefore, evokes an up–left/down–
right mapping preference. Consequently, Experiment 2
should have shown a reversal of the eccentricity effect
found in Experiment 1.

In Experiment 3, this modified salient-features hypoth-
esis was tested by placing the stimulus panel even more
eccentrically (Figure 4). The panel was placed to the left
of the left response board and to the right of the right re-
sponse board (while the location of the response board
was kept constant, that is, either to the left or to the right
of the subject’s body midline). According to the modi-
fied salient-features hypothesis, the reversal effect of
Experiment 2 should disappear. When the stimulus panel
is placed to the left of the left response board, it should
evoke an up–left/down–right mapping advantage, whereas
when it is placed to the right of the right response board,
an up–right/down–left preference should materialize.

The end-state comfort hypothesis, on the other hand,
predicts no such change. Since the position of the hand
relative to the body and the response board remains the
same, changing the relative position of the stimulus panel
should have no effect. Responding with the left hand on
the left response board should still favor a clockwise ro-
tation, and responding with the right hand on the right
response board should still favor a counterclockwise ro-
tation, just as in Experiment 2. Accordingly, the eccentric-

ity effect observed in Experiment 2 should also emerge
in Experiment 3.

Method
Subjects. Six female and 2 male subjects (all right-handed by

self-report) were paid to participate in the experiment. Their mean
age was 26.8 (range 5 21– 44). All subjects had normal or corrected-
to-normal acuity.

Apparatus, S–R Set, and Procedure. Experiment 3 was a
replication of the “response-board-in-front-of-stimulus-panel”  con-
dition of Experiment 2. Yet, instead of the stimulus panel being
placed on the body midline, it was placed to the leftmost and right-
most locations. Specifically, the stimulus panel was located 36 cm
(from fixation light to center of the home key) to the left or right of

Figure 4. Left panel: The stimulus–response (S–R) arrangements investigated in Experiment 3, sepa-
rately for the left and right response board locations. Lines connecting stimulus and response locations in-
dicate the preferred S–R mapping. Right panel: The reversed eccentricity effect obtained in Experiment 3.
Total times and errors are presented as a function of S–R mapping and response board location.

Table 3
Mean Reaction Time (RT), Mean Movement Time (MT),

Mean Total Time (TT, in Milliseconds), and Mean Error Rates
(in Percentages) in Experiment 3 as a Function of Response

Board Location and Stimulus and Response Location

Response Board Response Board
on Left on Right

Stimulus Location Stimulus Location

Response Location Left Right Left Right

Up
RT 306 263 258 290
MT 160 144 150 170
TT 466 407 408 460
Errors 5.7 0.3 2.8 6.0

Down
RT 253 300 281 260
MT 114 139 130 120
TT 367 439 411 380
Errors 0.6 3.6 3.8 0.0
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the response board, which, in turn, was located 30 cm (from center
of home key to body midline) to the left or right of the subject (Fig-
ure 4, left panel). The viewing distance was approximately 85 cm.

Results
ANOVAs were conducted on TT and error data, with

S–R mapping (up–left /down–right vs. up–right /down–
left), response board location (left vs. right), and response
location (up vs. down) serving as the within-subjects vari-
ables. The means of RTs, MTs, TTs, and errors are pre-
sented in Table 3.

Total times. The main effect of response location was
significant [F(1,7) 5 6.36, MSe 5 3,269.90, p < .05], in-
dicating that, again, downward responses were faster
(400 msec) than upward responses (436 msec). In addi-
tion, the mapping 3 response board location reached
significance [F(1,7) 5 36.32, MSe 5 1,282.16, p < .01].
Responding on a left response board was faster with up–
right/down–left mapping (387 msec) than with up–left /
down–right mapping (453 msec) [F(1,7) 5 17.88, MSe 5
1,943.12, p < .01], whereas the reversed effect occurred
for responding on the right response board (436 vs.
394 msec for the up–right/down–left and the up–left/down
–right mapping, respectively) [F(1,7) 5 6.69, MSe 5
2,110.87, p < .05; Figure 4, right panel].

Errors. The main effect of response location was sig-
nificant [F(1,7) 5 7.70, MSe 5 6.23, p < .05]: Down-
ward responses were less error prone (1.9%) than were
upward responses (3.7%). The mapping 3 response
board location interaction was significant, too [F(1,7) 5
30.18, MSe 5 7.73, p < .01]. Responding on the left re-
sponse board produced fewer errors with up–right /
down–left mapping (0.5%) than with up–left /down–
right mapping (4.7%) [F(1,7) 5 45.51, MSe 5 3.10, p <
.001], whereas the reverse effect occurred for responding
on the right response board (4.9% vs. 1.4% for up–right/
down–left and up–left /down–right mapping, respec-
tively) [F(1,7) 5 9.85, MSe 5 9.58, p < .05].

Discussion
Experiment 3 replicated the results of Experiment 2—

that is, superior performance on the left and right re-
sponse board with the up–right/down–left and up–left /
down–right mapping, respectively. Thus, changing the
placement of the stimulus panel did not change the re-
versed eccentricity effect. This result supports the end-
state comfort hypothesis and contradicts the modified
salient-features hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 4

According to the end-state comfort hypothesis, the
key factor in orthogonal SRC effects that vary with re-
sponse position, like the eccentricity effect, or with hand,
like the effects reported by Lippa (1996), is relative hand
posture. That is, it is assumed that differences in the end-

state comfort of the response hand are critical for orthog-
onal SRC effect rather than differences in eccentric re-
sponse position or hand identity. If this is correct, it should
be possible to alter S–R mapping preferences simply by
manipulating hand posture, while keeping response po-
sition and hand constant. One possible test of this pre-
diction is provided in Experiment 4, which replicated the
design of vertically oriented stimuli and horizontally ori-
ented responses of Experiment 1. Response position was
kept constant by maintaining a position that is neutral
along the horizontal plane. Hand was kept constant by
investigating each hand under two conditions of hand
posture.

Using the response board of the previous experiments
in a centered placement, Lippa (1996) showed that dif-
ferent hand postures modulate orthogonal SRC effects in
a way that is consistent with the end-state comfort hy-
pothesis (Figure 1). A new experimental setting was there-
fore employed in Experiment 4. The computer mouse
served as the response device. This allowed us to inves-
tigate hand postures that are difficult to create with the
present response board. Specifically, subjects held the
mouse with the index and middle finger resting on the left
and right mouse button, while it was placed upright in
the front of the subject in the fronto-parallel plane. There
were two conditions of hand posture. In the “facing-the-
back-of-the-hand” (FB) condition, the front of the upright
mouse and, thus, the back of the responding hand, faced
the subject. In the “facing-the-palm” (FP) condition, the
back of the mouse and, thus, the palm, faced the subject
(Figure 5, left panel).

The predictions of the end-state comfort hypothesis
are straightforward since particular rotation preferences
are created, depending on the respective hand and pos-
ture of the hand. In the FB condition, holding the mouse
causes a hand posture that makes it virtually impossible
to rotate the left hand counterclockwise and the right hand
clockwise in the sagittal plane. The rotation preference
for the left and right hands would therefore be clockwise
and counterclockwise, respectively. With left-hand re-
sponding, “left” is then mapped on “top” and “right” on
“bottom,” which should yield an up–left /down–right
mapping preference. With right-hand responding, “left”
is mapped on the “bottom,” and “right” on “top,” which
should yield an up–right/down–left mapping preference.
Since in the FP condition holding the mouse causes a
hand posture that makes it almost impossible to rotate the
left hand clockwise and the right hand counterclockwise
in the sagittal plane, the opposite compatibility effects are
predicted—an up–right /down–left mapping preference
for the left hand and an up–left /down–right mapping
preference for the right hand.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four Indiana University undergraduates (16

females and 8 males) participated in individual sessions as part of
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a course requirement. Twenty-three were right-handed and 1 left-
handed by self-report, and their mean age was 20.2 years (range 5
18–37). They all had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.

Apparatus and S–R Set. Stimulus presentation and data acqui-
sition were controlled by a CompuAdd Express HPDT computer
and Experimental Run Time System software (Beringer, 1998). The
stimuli, standard uppercase X’s (0.3 3 0.4 cm) in black on a white
background, were presented on a CompuAdd 51109 monitor. They
appeared with their centers 1.5 cm above or below a central fixation
mark (a standard plus sign).

Responses were made on a computer mouse with three buttons
(400-dpi bus mouse, Model TX-2BHR). Only the left and the right
buttons were used; the middle button was nonfunctional.  The
mouse was attached to a chinrest that was fixed at the table in front
of the subject. The chinrest had the shape of an H. The horizontal
strut was 15 cm above the table (92 cm above the floor) and was
34 cm in length. In the center of the strut, there was a wooden block
(13.5 3 2.5 cm) around which Velcro was wrapped. The counter-
part of the Velcro was on the back of the mouse, so that the mouse
could be attached at the front of the strut (with the buttons facing
the subject) or at the back of the strut (with the buttons point away
from the subject). The distance between the back of the mouse and
the computer screen was approximately 50 cm.

Procedure. In the beginning of the experiment, subjects were
told that they are going to respond with the computer mouse while
maintaining a certain hand posture. The experimenter was present
throughout the experiment and instructed and controlled hand pos-
ture before a new condition was started.

Subjects were seated at the table with their sagittal midline in line
with the center of the mouse and the central fixation mark. In all
conditions, they held the mouse with their index and middle f inger
on the buttons and the thumb and the ring and little finger at the
sides. The variable of hand posture was manipulated between sub-
jects. For half the subjects, the mouse was attached at the front of
the chinrest with the buttons facing the subject. Subjects held the

mouse by reaching out, so that they faced the back of their hand
(FB condition). The distance between the mouse and the body was
limited to approximately 20 cm. The viewing distance was approx-
imately 70 cm. For the other subject group, the mouse was attached
at the back of the chinrest with the buttons pointing away from the
subject. Subjects held the mouse by reaching under the horizontal
strut with the palm facing their body (FP condition). Subjects
leaned against the strut, so that responding took place directly in
front of the body. The viewing distance was approximately 50 cm.

The subject’s task was to press the left and right keys in response
to top and bottom stimuli. In the instruction for the subjects and in
the following description of the experimental conditions, “left” and
“right” are defined in reference to the subject’s sagittal midline. Thus,
in the FB condition, the left and right keys coincided with the left
and right mouse buttons, respectively, whereas in the FP condition,
the left key was the right mouse button and the right key was the left
mouse button.

Each subject completed four blocks in which the variables S–R
mapping and responding hand were manipulated. In the f irst two
blocks, subjects used one S–R mapping (e.g., up–left /down–right),
and in the last two blocks, they used the other one (e.g., up–right /
down–left). In the f irst and third blocks, one hand was used to re-
spond (e.g., the left hand), and in the second and fourth blocks, the
other hand was used (e.g., the right hand). The order of S–R map-
ping and responding hand was balanced across subjects. Each block
consisted of 90 trials: 10 practice trials and 80 test trials (40 for each
stimulus location). To familiarize the subjects with the relevant S–R
mapping rule, additional training was given: 10 practice trials be-
fore the first and 20 practice trials before the second S–R assign-
ment was tested.

Each trial began with presenting the central f ixation mark for
1 sec. After a delay of 100 msec, the X was displayed randomly above
or below the fixation mark. The stimulus remained visible until the
subject responded or 1 sec had passed (missing trial). Auditory feed-
back (a beep) was given for error, missing (0.3%), and anticipation

Figure 5. Left panel: The response setting used in Experiment 4 in the “facing the palm” condition. Right panel:
The compatibility effects obtained in Experiment 4. Reaction times and errors are presented as a function of
hand posture, stimulus–response (S–R) mapping, and responding hand.
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(RT equal or below 120 msec: 0%) trials, which were then repeated
in the remainder of the block.

Results
ANOVAs were conducted on RT and error data, with

hand posture (facing the back of the hand vs. facing the
palm) as a between-subjects variable and S–R mapping
(up–left /down–right vs. up–right/down–left), responding
hand (left vs. right), and response location (left vs. right)
as within-subjects variables. Mean RTs and error rates
are presented in Table 4.

Reaction times. The relevant posture 3 S–R mapping
3 hand interaction was highly significant [F(1,22) 5
16.65, MSe 5 804.10, p < .001]. As Figure 5 shows, the
data pattern confirms the predictions of the end-state
comfort hypothesis. In the FB condition, left-hand re-
sponding is better with up–left /down–right mapping
(346 msec) than with up–right /down–left mapping
(364 msec) [F(1,11) 5 2.16, MSe 5 1,788.45, p 5 .169],
and right-hand responding is better with up–right/down–
left mapping (343 msec) than with up–left /down–right
mapping (361 msec) [F(1,11) 5 2.38, MSe 5 1,627.92,
p 5 .151]. In the FP condition, the effects reverse. Left-
hand responding is better with up–right/down–left map-
ping (349 msec) than with up–left /down–right mapping
(366 msec) [F(1,11) 5 3.84, MSe 5 849.75, p 5 .076],
and right-hand responding is better with up–left /down–
right mapping (360 msec) than with up–right/down–left
mapping (374 msec) [F(1,11) 5 1.29, MSe 5 1,931.59,
p 5 .281].

Besides S–R compatibility effects, the analysis revealed
a response–response compatibility effect, indicated by a
reliable hand 3 response location interaction [F(1,22) 5
5.34, MSe 5 1,002.88, p < .05]. In left-hand conditions,
left responses were performed faster (350 msec) than
right responses (362 msec), whereas in right-hand condi-
tions, right responses were performed faster (355 msec)
than left responses (364 msec). In addition, the posture
3 response interaction was significant [F(1,22) 5 7.31,
MSe 5 446.38, p < .05]. In the FB condition, right re-
sponses were faster (350 msec) than left responses
(357 msec), while in the FP condition the reverse effect
occurred (367 and 358 msec for right and left responses,

respectively). There is no ready explanation for this par-
ticular result since it is difficult to see why posture should
affect responses irrespective of the responding hand. Fi-
nally, a significant mapping 3 response location inter-
action was obtained [F(1,22) 5 6.89, MSe 5 399.41, p <
.05]. There was an up–right / down–left mapping prefer-
ence for left responses (353 vs. 361 msec) and an up–
left /down–right mapping preference for right responses
(355 vs. 362 msec).

Errors. The only significant effect was the mapping
3 hand interaction [F(1,22) 5 4.72, MSe 5 3.09, p <
.05]. It resulted from left-hand responses being less error
prone than right-hand responses when the up–left/down–
right mapping applied. This mapping 3 hand interaction
was not modulated by posture ( p > .20). The posture 3
hand 3 response location interaction was marginally
significant [F(1,22) 5 3.62, MSe 5 9.81, p 5 .070]. In
the FB condition, left-hand responding yielded fewer er-
rors for left than for right responses (2.5% vs. 3.7%),
whereas right-hand responding yielded fewer errors for
right than for left responses (3.1% vs. 4.5%). In the FP con-
dition there was evidence for the reverse pattern; left-
hand responding yielded fewer errors for right than for
left responses (2.3% vs. 3.3%; errors for right-hand re-
sponding were almost the same for left [2.9%] and right
[2.8%] responses). This data pattern suggests a compat-
ibility effect of hand and anatomical f inger. In the
FB condition, the anatomical left and right fingers coin-
cide with the left and right response keys, respectively.
Hence congruency between hand and response location
is equivalent to congruency between hand and anatomi-
cal finger. In the FP condition, however, the anatomical
left finger pressed the right key and the anatomical right
finger pressed the left key. Hence, fewer errors with in-
congruency between hand and response location mean
better performance with congruency between hand and
anatomical finger.

Discussion
Experiment 4 provided further evidence in favor of the

end-state comfort hypothesis. If hand posture is manip-
ulated so that the rotation preference for the left hand is
clockwise and for the right hand counterclockwise

Table 4
Mean Reaction Time (RT, in Milliseconds) and Mean Error Rates (in Percentages) in Experiment 4

as a Function of Hand Posture, Responding Hand, and Stimulus and Response Location

Facing the Back of the Hand Facing the Palm

Left Hand Right Hand Left Hand Right Hand
Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location Stimulus Location

Response Location Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down

Left
RT 347 359 371 351 359 336 368 367
Errors 2.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 3.4 3.2 2.7 3.1

Right
RT 368 345 335 351 362 372 382 351
Errors 3.7 3.7 2.3 3.9 2.7 1.9 2.4 3.1
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(FB condition), left-hand responding is faster with
up–left /down–right mapping and right-hand responding
is faster with up–right/down–left mapping. If, in turn,
hand posture suggests a counterclockwise rotation pref-
erence for the left hand and a clockwise rotation prefer-
ence for the right hand (FP condition), the SRC effects
reverse.

Experiment 4 shows that it is possible to alter map-
ping preferences for orthogonal stimuli and responses
solely by manipulating relative hand posture. The pre-
sent effects cannot be attributed to identity of hand be-
cause both hands performed better with up–right /down–
left and up–left/down–right mapping, depending on pos-
ture condition. Position of the response device could not
have contributed since it was kept constant. Variables that
covary irrespective of hand posture with the observed ef-
fects are identity of the responding finger and identity of
the mouse button. Responses with the middle finger or
the left mouse button are faster for top stimuli and re-
sponses with the index finger or the right mouse button
are faster for bottom stimuli. However, both factors could
have produced the SRC effects only if subjects had coded
the responses in an effector-centered or object-centered
frame of reference. This is unlikely. When effector-centered
and object-centered frames of reference are pitted against
the subject’s egocentric frame of reference, SRC effects
have been shown to depend on the latter one (Ehrenstein
et al., 1989; Wallace, 1971). Thus, in Experiment 4, stim-
uli and responses may have been coded with reference to
the subject’s body-midline and hand posture determined
whether right or left responses were cognitively mapped
on top (or bottom) stimuli.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The goal of the present study was to test predictions of
the end-state comfort hypothesis, an account that explains
orthogonal SRC effects that vary with hand or response
position. In the first three experiments, we investigated
the eccentricity effect, finding that when responding takes
place in left hemispace, it is easier to assign top and bot-
tom stimuli to left and right responses than to right and
left responses, and when responding takes place in right
hemispace, it is easier to assign top and bottom stimuli to
right and left responses than to left and right responses.

Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the eccentric-
ity effect occurs regardless of the position of the response
board relative to the position of the stimulus panel in the
sagittal plane. Since this manipulation did not change re-
sponse position in the horizontal plane or the rotation
preferences of the left and right hand, this outcome is
consistent with the salient-features and the end-state com-
fort hypotheses. However, the findings were inconsistent
with the virtual-lines hypothesis because if the crossing
and noncrossing of imagined interobject vectors were crit-
ical, a reversal of the eccentricity should have occurred.

Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that reversing the
S–R set (i.e., using horizontally oriented stimuli and ver-

tically oriented responses) reverses the eccentricity ef-
fect. Responding in left hemispace resulted in a preference
for the up–right/down–left mapping, whereas respond-
ing in right hemispace resulted in a preference for up–
left /down–right mapping. The reversal occurred regard-
less of the location of the stimulus panel relative to the
response panel in the sagittal plane (Experiment 2) as
well as the fronto-parallel plane (Experiment 3). This
data pattern was predicted by the end-state comfort hy-
pothesis because, if an inward rotation entails the most
comfortable end-state posture for either hand, vertically
oriented responses map onto horizontally oriented stim-
uli differently from the way horizontally oriented re-
sponses map onto vertically oriented stimuli (regardless
of the position of the stimulus panel). The reversal of the
eccentricity effect, however, was inconsistent with the
salient-features hypothesis. Neither the original version
nor modified versions were able to consistently predict
the relevant salient polar referent and, thus, the direction
of the eccentricity effect. Therefore, the applicability of
the salient-features hypothesis to orthogonal SRC effects
that vary with hand or response position is limited. Of
course, this does not negate the fact that the salient-
features coding principle accounts for the overall advan-
tage of up–right/down–left mapping across a range of
stimulus and response sets (Weeks & Proctor, 1990; but
see Adam et al., 1998) and for other phenomena (e.g.,
response precuing effects, Proctor & Reeve, 1986).

Experiment 4 produced a new orthogonal SRC effect
that was predicted by the end-state comfort hypothesis.
If left and right buttonpresses are performed on a verti-
cally oriented computer mouse in response to top and
bottom stimuli, a clockwise rotation preference resulted
in an up–left /down–right advantage. A counterclockwise
rotation preference resulted in an up–right /down–left
advantage. The fact that these effects occurred in the ab-
sence of eccentric response positions and regardless of
hand questions the general applicability of accounts that
favor the one or the other variable as determining this sort
of orthogonal SRC effect (e.g., like the salient-features
hypothesis).

To date, the end-state comfort hypothesis is the only
account that provides a parsimonious and consistent ex-
planation for the variation of orthogonal SRC effects
with hand or response position. It accounts for all hand-
dependent SRC effects reported and reviewed by Lippa
(1996), explains the present experiments (Experiments 1,
2, and 3) and previous findings on the eccentricity effect
(Michaels & Schilder, 1991, Experiment 1; Weeks et al.,
1995, Experiment 1), and correctly predicts a new orthog-
onal SRC effect (Experiment 4).

The explanatory scope of the hypothesis is based on
the assumption that not a single variable, but the inter-
play of several variables, evokes compatibility effects.
Prior to the end-state comfort hypothesis, mainly “single-
variable” accounts had been discussed in the literature.
These are helpful in explaining a particular data pattern,
but fail when applied to a variety of experimental condi-
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tions. For example, Michaels’s (1989; Michaels & Schil-
der, 1991) finding that responding in the eccentric ipsi-
lateral hemispace produces the eccentricity effect led her
to assume that hand position is a critical variable. But
hand position alone turned out to be insufficient; Weeks
et al. (1995) have shown that the eccentricity effect also
occurs when responding takes place in the contralateral
hemispace with the hand held in a different position.
Weeks et al.’s salient-features explanation of the eccen-
tricity effect, instead, argues that response location is a
critical variable. Again, this hypothesis is supported by
part of the evidence, but fails to explain the reversal of the
eccentricity effect when the S–R set is reversed (Exper-
iments 2 and 3) and the occurrence of SRC effects that
vary with hand when response location is not eccentric
(Experiment 4; Bauer & Miller, 1982; Lippa, 1996). A
final single-variable account may be applied to the pres-
ent data. One could argue that the outcomes of Experi-
ments 1, 2, and 3 resulted from a movement preference
of either hand to rotate inward. In all conditions the left
hand preferred to move clockwise and the right hand pre-
ferred to move counterclockwise. However, this inter-
pretation is not consistent with Bauer and Miller’s (1982)
and Lippa’s (1996) findings and, in part, the results of
Experiment 4 that demonstrated outward rotation pref-
erences by either hand. In sum, there is no doubt that in-
dividual results can be explained by other (single-variable)
accounts. However, the end-state comfort hypothesis
provides for all of these different results a unitary expla-
nation since the entire action scenario is taken into account.
Orthogonal SRC effects that vary with hand or response
position are not attributed to hand or response location
alone, but are attributed to the interplay of these variables:
It is hand posture relative to the response device and the
body that constraints imagined hand movements and re-
sponse transformations, thereby evoking compatibility
effects.

The notion of cognitive spatial transformations has
usually found application in the area of mental rotation
tasks—that is, in tasks where subjects are explicitly re-
quired to transform objects or spatial relations to solve a
problem. Therefore, the question arises whether the trans-
formations performed in the current compatibility task are
also strategic in nature or are automatic. Since transfor-
mations occur in spatially congruent and spatially incon-
gruent settings, it seems likely that theses processes are
automatic. If subjects utilize mental transformations
strategically, they should always aim at a spatial alignment
of the stimulus and response rather than a spatial non-
alignment. Since this was not the case, it rather appears
that the coding of stimulus and response dimensions is
fully determined by the relative posture of the hand. Once
the hand is placed in a certain position relative to the re-
sponse device and the body, there is only one interpreta-
tion of the setting, irrespective of whether it yields spa-
tial correspondence or not.

This notion of an action-dependent interpretation of the
S–R arrangement is not only held by the end-state com-

fort hypothesis, but also by the account of S–R compat-
ibility proposed by Michaels and colleagues (Michaels,
1989; Michaels & Schilder, 1991; Michaels & Stins,
1997). They suggested that the phenomenon of S–R com-
patibility might be explained with reference to the eco-
logical approach to perception and action. This approach
assumes that the “information that modulates activity is
itself modulated by the activity,” in particular, “that both
the nature and the state of the action system provide con-
straints on which stimulus patterns will regulate it”
(Michaels & Schilder, 1991, p. 342). This idea captures
the essence of the reasoning behind the end-state com-
fort hypothesis. Relative hand posture evokes a particu-
lar interpretation of the response dimension, which first
establishes the mutual compatibility of the stimulus and
response. However, the end-state comfort hypothesis not
only rephrases these previous ideas, but also develops
them further and specifies them. For example, Michaels
(1989) and Michaels and Schilder (1991) assumed that
the state of the motor system itself (i.e., muscle activity)
conditions S–R compatibility. Accordingly, they tried to
determine the influence of hand position and posture sep-
arately. In contrast, the end-state comfort hypothesis posits
that action possibilities resulting from the state of the
motor system are critical. Hand posture itself is meaning-
less, unless it is regarded as part of an action scenario.
Muscle activity in the hand and arm conditions SRC ef-
fects only because in a particular arrangement of stimuli,
responses, and the body, it suggests that, for example, a
clockwise rotation is more comfortable than a counter-
clockwise rotation. The end-state comfort hypothesis is
also a valuable addition because it allows for specific pre-
dictions. Michaels (1989) and Michaels and Schilder
(1991) showed only that the variable hand modulates or-
thogonal SRC effects, but they did not specify in what
respect. Instead, by posing the problem in terms of which
actions are easy to perform and which are not easy to per-
form, it is possible to predict the absence and presence as
well as the direction of hand-dependent SRC effects.

In sum, the end-state comfort hypothesis contributes
to our understanding of S–R compatibility in several re-
spects. First, it provides a unitary explanation for a vari-
ety of orthogonal SRC effects that vary with hand or re-
sponse position. Second, in so doing, it conforms with
assumptions postulated by current theories of S–R com-
patibility. Most of these theories state that for SRC ef-
fects to occur, overlap between the S–R dimensions is
required (see, e.g., Hommel & Prinz, 1997). By assum-
ing that physically orthogonal stimuli and responses are
cognitively represented on a common spatial dimension,
the present orthogonal SRC effects meet this criterion and
are thus open to a conventional explanation. In addition,
the claim that compatibility of stimuli and responses
emerges only because of an action-dependent interpre-
tation of the S–R arrangement is consistent with the idea
of the ecological SRC approach that action sets up per-
ception (Michaels, 1989; Michaels & Schilder, 1991;
Michaels & Stins, 1997). Hence, third, the end-state com-
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fort hypothesis integrates assumptions and ideas that used
to be pursued independently and may give rise to a broader
understanding of S–R compatibility.
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NOTES

1. Since the end-state comfort hypothesis identifies constraints in
movement of the hands as critical, it may appear similar to Bauer and
Miller’s (1982) movement-preference explanation for compatibility ef-
fects of orthogonal S–R dimensions. However, both accounts differ in
their reasoning as well as explanatory power. Bauer and Miller assumed
that orthogonal SRC effects occur because an implicit hand movement
toward the stimulus in conjunction with an explicit hand movement re-
quired by the instruction results in a movement sequence that either
matches or mismatches the rotation preference of the responding hand.
For example, if a left stimulus must be responded to by a top response,
the hand moves first to the left and then upward. This joint clockwise
movement is assumed to be preferred by the left hand, while a joint
counterclockwise movement (e.g., first right, then upward) is assumed
to be preferred by the right hand. Since Bauer and Miller could not f ind
speed differences between the left and right hands when investigating
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simple rotational movements, they assumed that the occurrence of pref-
erences required the sequence of movements, where the first movement
is elicited by the stimulus and the second movement is performed in 
accordance with the instruction. Thus, according to the movement-
preference hypothesis, the stimulus and its position play a major role in
creating movement preferences. According to the end-state comfort hy-
pothesis, in contrast, movement preferences are solely determined by
biomechanical constraints of the hand resulting from its posture relative
to the response device and the body. In addition to these theoretical dif-
ferences, the movement-preference hypothesis does not provide a vi-

able explanation for the eccentricity effect. Up–left /down–right map-
ping yields a joint counterclockwise movement, which should be pre-
ferred by the right hand. The up–right/down–left mapping yields a joint
clockwise movement, which should be preferred by the left hand. How-
ever, the eccentricity effect exhibits the opposite pattern—a better left
and right hand performance for up–left /down–right and up–right /
down–left mapping, respectively.
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